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Graduation Exercises 
August 7, 2004 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Graduation 
Saturday, August 7, 2004 
11:00 A.M. Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(P.lease remain standing for both the processional and invocation.) 
Invocation 
Casey Lee Berkshire, Student Representative 
Introduction of Trustees 
President James F. Barker 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
President James F. Barker 
Reflections 
Wilbur Owens Powers 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Doris R. Helms 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President James F. Barker 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Board of Visitors Graduate T eaching Assistant Award 
Dr. Linda Dzuris, Organist 
Justin R. Brock, Soloist 
Professor Michael Morris, University Marshal 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Leon J. Hendrix, Jr., Chairman, ___________ Kiawah Island 
J. J. Britton, Vice Chairman Sumter 
Bill L. Amick Batesburg-Leesville 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr. Columbia 
Thomas C. Lynch, Jr. Clemson 
Louis B. Lynn Columbia 
Patricia H. McAbee Greenwood 
Leslie G. McCraw Greenville 
E. Smyth McKissick III Greenville 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. Columbia 
Robert L. Peeler Lexington 
William C. Smith, Jr. Columbia 
Joseph D. Swann Greenville 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. _________________ Greenville 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. Charleston 
W. G. DesChamps, Jr. Bishopville 
Harold D. Kingsmore Aiken 
Paul W. McAlister Laurens 
D. Leslie Tindal Pinewood 
Allen P. Wood Florence 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
and Executive Assistant to the President 
J. Thornton Kirby 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
James F. Barker ___________________ President 
Doris R. Helms Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
A. Neill Cameron, Jr. Vice President for Advancement 
Almeda R. Jacks Vice President for Student Affairs 
John W. Kelly Vice President for Public Service and Agriculture 
Scott A. Ludlow Chief Business Officer 
Lawrence Nichols II Chief Human Resources Officer 
Terry Don Phillips Director of Athletics 
Christian E. G. Przirembel Vice President for Research 
Clayton D. Steadman General Counsel 
HONORARY DEGREE 
WILBUR OWENS POWERS 
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES 
Wilbur Owens "Billy" Powers has long been admired and respected for his vision, business 
acumen, foresight and untiring efforts on behalf of community, education and quality of 
life. 
Born in Timmonsville in 1936, Powers studied civil engineering at Clemson until he had 
to return home to manage the family farm when his father became ill. Although this 
prevented him from completing his Clemson degree with the Class of 1957, he has applied 
the knowledge he gained as a civil engineering student to become an accomplished 
engineer and diversified businessperson. 
He is chairman of Powers Construction, a contracting firm recognized throughout the 
Southeast for expertise in construction and operation of multi-family dwellings. Powers 
also owns and operates Southeastern Technical Services, B&L Stone Concepts, U.S. 
Coatings, Price Carolina and an aviation business. His sage insights, coupled with an 
adventurous spirit, have been leading factors in his business success. 
He continues to be active in various local, regional and national leadership positions in 
professional organizations such as Associated General Contractors, National Horne 
Builders Association (life director) and the Greater Pee Dee Horne Builders Association. 
Powers has been a powerful force within the Florence community and the Pee Dee for 
more than 40 years. Many of the citizens of the Pee Dee have him to thank for 
employment opportunities. As a member of the Florence Economic Partnership Board and 
Florence County Progress, he has been instrumental in bringing industries to Florence and 
surrounding communities. His contributions to the community have been recognized with 
numerous awards, including the Order of the Palmetto from the S.C. Governor's Office, 
the Distinguished Citizen Award from the Boy Scouts of America and the Florence 
Chamber of Commerce Businessperson of the Year award. 
He is known for finding ways to get things done and never giving up, for ceaseless efforts to 
overcome obstacles and for bringing people together to achieve a common goal. Powers 
willingly lends support, knowledge and expertise to groups such as the John F. Kennedy 
Center for the Arts, Francis Marion University Foundation, Florence Rotary Club, Florence 
Optimist Club and Florence First Baptist Church. 
Throughout his successful business career, Powers has been a strong and loyal supporter of 
Clemson University. For the Department of Construction Science and Management, he 
has served as a resource for research studies, a guest speaker, an employer of Clemson 
graduates and a mentor to students. He has served with distinction on the Clemson 
University Foundation Board of Directors and the Clemson Advancement Foundation for 
Design and Building. He also has generously supported Clemson academics and athletics 
with his financial resources. 
It is a most significant occasion when Clemson University recognizes and honors one of 
our own sons with the presentation of an honorary doctorate for eminent achievement and 
meritorious contributions ro the institution and the community. It is a distinct privilege to 
present the honorary degree, Doctor of Humanities, to Billy Powers. 
The Academic Procession 
Tht: Ac<idcmic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, a 
senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is a combination of colors that 
declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the 
American Council on Education, are as follows: 
College 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Life 
Sciences 
Architecture, Arts, and 
Humanities 
Business and Behavioral Science 
Engineering and Science 























Purple and Orange 









Accounting and Business 
Economics 
Public Administration 









Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearing academic costumes 
of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside the United 
States wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are black 
and are usually mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels usually of 
metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also 
black, are longer than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet bars. 
While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet with velvet 
in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the university's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding 
institution. First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, masters' 
larger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award hoods to 
bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the degree is 
indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. The most 
frequently seen is dark blue, which designates the doctor of philosophy (Ph.D.) degree. Finally, 
the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors are displayed in 
combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson University hood is lined 
with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although many combinations are 
duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only institution with that registered 
combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military regalia as 
set forth by their professions with the President of Clemson University wearing a purple gown 
with four velvet bars piped in gold and the University seal embroidered on the panels. The 
Trustees wear a similar gown with three velvet bars piped in gold for doctorates and an 
embroidered palmetto tree on each sleeve for those who do not hold doctorates. Hoods are either 
from Clemson or from the awarding school. They are preceded by the University Marshal. Clad 
in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University mace. 
At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are dismissed, 
along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, through 
its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation such as 
commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes the 
President into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or speaker's 
stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at the close of a 
convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, the 
close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial maces 
carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic clublike shape, 
however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's prehistory. It is made 
of walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University in gold and the 
University colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) and amethyst 
(purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. · 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the office 
of president by the governing body of the University. Only the University 
President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole body of the 
institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and carnelian 
and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of office" 
which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or church. They 
display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the discipline to which 
the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut wood and silver with the 
various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. Mr. 
Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed 
goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the late 
Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by the late Mr. C. 
C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DOCTOR'S DEGREES 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Applied Economics 
Abdulkadir Civan _______________________________ Izmir, Turkey 
B.S., Koc University 
Dissertation: The Determinants of Pharmaceutical Research and Development InvescmentS 
Advisor: Dr. M. T. Maloney 
Doru Codrut Cojoc --c-o-------oc-------------------------Bistrita, Romania 
B.S., Babes,Bolyai University, Cluj 
Dissertation: Three Essays in Game Theory 
Advisor: Dr. W.R. Dougan 
Alek.sandar Tomic ____________________________ Podgorica, Montenegro 
B.S., Texas A & M University, Commerce; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Effects of Race and Judicial Selection on Criminal Justice Process 
Advisoc Dr. R. D. Tollison 
Biochemistry 
Maricela Haghiac Galati, Romania 
B.S., University of Galati 
Dissertation: Characterization of the Interaction of Extracellular Diadenosine Dinucleotidcs (ApnA) and Bovine Aorcic Endothelial 
Cells 
Advisor: Dr. R.H. Hilderman 
Environmental Toxicology 
Lee Ann Frederick Pinsburgh, PA 
B.S., Pennsylvania Scace University 
Dissertation: Humoral Immunity and Innate Bioindicators in a Population ofCreosoce-Adapred Fundulus heteroclirus 
Advisor: Dr. C. D. Rice 
Amy Sue Roe Sault Sainte Marie, MI 
B.S., Lake Superior Seate College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Spatial and Temporal Analyses of Environmental Concaminants and Trophic Sratus of Bald Eagles in the Great Lakes 
Region 
Advisor: Dr. W.W. Bowerman 
Forest Resources 
Marceau Andre-Germain Ratard New Orleans, LA 
B.S., M.S., University of New Orleans 
Dissertation: Factors Affecting Growth and Regeneration of Baldcypress in a South Carolina Tidal Freshwater Swamp 
Advisor: Dr. W. H. Conner 
Terry Ellison Seehorn ----------------------------- Rabun Gap, GA 
B.S., University of Georgia; M.Ed., University of Norch Florida 
Dissertation: Brook Trout in che Chatcooga Drainage: A Stream Suitability Index 
Advisor: Dr. W.R. English 
Microbiology 
Alison Evey Becker Clemson, SC 
B.S., University of Georgia 
Dissertation: The Effeccs of lndirubin-3-Monxime, a Novel AhR Ligand, on Gene Protein Expression and Function in Human U937 • 
Monocyte/Macrophases 
Advisor: Dr. C. D. Rice 
Nutrition 
Jennifer Cosgrove Watts Niskayuna, NY 
B.S., Cornell University 
Dissertation: Effects of Excess Dietary Iron on Ascorbic Acid Metabolism and Oxidative Stress in an Avian MOO.el 
Advisor: Dr. D. V. Maurice 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Management 
Tipparat Laohavichien Bangkok, Thailand 
B.S., Kasecsarc University; M.B.A., National Institute of Development Administration; M.B.A., Cleveland State University 
Dissertation: Leadership and Quality Management: A Comparison Between che U.S. and Thailand 
Adviso" Dr. L. D. Fredendall 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Biosystems Engineering 
Gregory Schwartz _______________________________ Capitola, CA 
B.S., California Polytechnic State University - San Luis Obispo; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissercation: MOOeling the Water Quality Dynamics of che Parricioned Aquaculture System 
Advisor: Dr. D. E. Brune 
Hong-wei Yen _______________________________ Lukang, Taiwan 
B.A., Tunghai University; M.S., National Tsing Hua University 
Dissertation: Anaerobic Bioassay of Methane Potential of Microalgal Biomass 
Advisor: Dr. D. E. Brune 
Chemical Engineering 
Amornmart Sirijaruphan ________________________ Nakomratchasima, Thailand 
B.E., King Mongkut's Institute of Technology -Thonburi; M.S., Chulalongkom University 
Dissertation: Selective CO Oxidation in the Presence of Hydrogen 
Advisor: Dr. J. G. Goodwin 
Peng Tian _________________________________ PuCheng, China 
B.E., East China University of Science and Technology; M.S., T singhua University 
Dissercation: Structure and Scaling of Polymer Brushes Formed from Branched Copolymers 
Advisoc Dr. S. M. Kilbey II 
Chemistry 
Edward Ernst Abbott Wilmington, DE 
B.A., State University of New York College - Potsdam 
Dissertation: Crystal Chemistry and Physics of Selected Early Transition Metal Compounds 
Advisoc Dr.). W. Kolis 
Ping Jiang Beijing, China 
B.S., University of Science and Technology - China; M.S., Chengdu University of Science and Technology 
Dissercation: Synthetic Routes and Applications of Photonic Crystal Composites 
Advisors' Dr. D. W. Smith 
Dr. S. H. Foulger 
Fuxia Jin Linhe, China 
B.S., M.S., Fudan University 
Dissertation: Development of the Particle Beam/Hollow Cathode Optical Emission Spectroscopy System (PB/HC-OES) for 
Biological Sample Analysis 
Advisor: Dr. R. K. Marcus 
Yi Lin Zhaoan, China 
B.S., M.S., University of Science and Technology of China 
Dissertation: Functionalization of Carbon Nanocubes for Polymeric Carbon Nanocomposites and Biological Conjugates 
Advisor: Dr. Y. Sun 
Xunhua Mo Hunan, China 
B.S., M.S., East China University of Science & Technology 
Dissertation: High-Temperature, Solid-State Synthesis of Targeted Transition-Metal Silicates and Germanaces in Molten-Sale Media 
Advisoc Dr. S. Hwu 
Michael Thomas Mury ------------------------------ Bellevue, NE 
B.A., B.S., University of Nebraska - Omaha 
Dissertation: Molecular Dynamics Simulations of the Spurcering of Amorphous Polyethylene 
Advisor: Dr. S. J. Stuart 
Stephen Patrick Taylor ______________________________ Garland, TX 
B.A., Rice University 
Dissehation: High Temperature Solid-State Synthesis ofOxychalcogenides, Thiophoophaces, and Sulfa.salts 
Advisor: Dr. S. Hwu 
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Chemistry (continued) 
Rhett Tyler Watson Travelers Rest, SC 
B.S., Furman University 
Dissertation: Alpha - (Heteroacom)alkylcuprates: Enantioselective Reactions and Applications in Alkaloid Synchesis 
Advisor: Or. R. K. Dieter 
Civil Engineering 
John Regan Prlnce_---,-,-------------------------------Greenwood, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Evaluating the Impact ofOnsite Design on Project Performance 
Advisoc Dr. W. E. Back 
Charles Olan Skipper Folly Beach, SC 
B.S., The Citadel 
Dissertation: An Analysis of Leadership Behaviors in the Construction Industry: Identification of Influences that Develop Top 
Performing Project Managers and Engineers 
Advisee Dr. L. C. Bell 
Jianfeng Zhang _______________________________ Yuanping, China 
B.E., Hohai University; M.S., Tongji University 
Dissertation: Characterizing the Dynamic Properties of South Carolina Soils for Ground Motion Evaluation 
Advisor: Dr. R. D. Andrus 
Computer Science 
Andrew Pieter Van Pemis _____________________________ Ashland, WI 
B.S., Hope College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Global Diffuse Illumination for Image Sequences 
Advisor: Dr. R. M. Geist 
Electrical Engineering 
Frederick Joseph Block IV ____________________________ ·~ Charleston, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Routing co Preserve Energy in Wireless Networks 
Advisor: Dr. C. W. Baum 
Yanfei Liu BeiAn, China 
B.E., Shandong Institute of Architecture and Engineering; M.E., University of Science and Technology - China 
Dissertation: Dynamic Workcell for Industrial Robots 
Advisoc Dr. I. D. Walker 
Industrial Engineering 
Srikrishna Madhumohan Govindaluri Pune, India 
B.E., University of Pune; M.E., Nagpur University 
Dissertation: Multicriteria Decision Support to Integrate the Customer and Designer Voices into Quality Improvement and Process 
Optimization 
Advisoc Dr. B. R. Cho 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Lai Qi~,----~~--~,------~-=---=--.,.,.------------------- Shen Yang, China 
B.S., Shanghai Jiaotong University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Synthesis and Dielectric Properties of Ceramic-Metal-Polymer Nanocomposites 
Advisor: Dr. B. I. Lee 
Killugudi L. Swaminatha Iyer --~------------------------Bangalore, India 
B.S., University of Mysore; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Mulcifunctional Nanolayers Via Polymer Brush Approach: Synthesis and Characterization 
Advisor: Dr. l. A. Luzinov 
Mathematical Sciences 
John Paul Roop~~-~-=---=--.,.,.------------------------- Fries, VA 
B.S., Roanoke College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Variational Solution of the Fractional Advection Dispersion Equacion 
Advisor: Dr. V. J. Ervin 
Physics 
Ethan Albert-Nathan Deneault ----~~-------------------New Bedford, MA 
B.S., Worcester Polytechnic Institute; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Formation and Growth of Large Carbon Solids in Supernovae 
Advisor: Dr. 0. 0. Clayton 
George Calhoun Jordan IV ____________________________ Greenwood, SC 
B.A., Erskine College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Nucleosynthesis in Fast Expansions of High-Entropy, Proton Rich Matter 
Adviso" Dr. B. S. Meyer 
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Physics (continued) 
Gary Austin Lamberton, Jr. Burnt Hills, NY 
B.A., Seate University of New York College - Potsdam; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Thermoelectric Propercies of Europium and Ytterbium Doped CoSbl Skutterudites and Novel Transporc in Type-II 
Silicon Clathrates 
Advisor: Dr. T. M. Tritt 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Career and Technology Education 
Roger Brian Ashley Donalds, SC 
B.S., M.Ag.Ed., C lemson University 
Dissercacion: Atcitudes of South Carolina Agricultural Educators Regarding the Integration of Science Competencies into the 
Agricultural Curriculum 
Advisor: Dr. T. R. Dobbins 
Kara Sue Case -,.--=--70---------------------------- Hymera, IN 
B.S., M.S., Indiana Seate University 
Dissertation: Teacher Perceptions of Modular Technology Education Laboratories 
Advisor: Dr. W. D. Paige 
Ben Perry Dillard III Greer. SC 
B.A., Newberry College; M.H.R.D., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Perspectives of South Carolina Manufacturing Companies and Technical Colleges on Non-Credit Training 
Advisor: Dr. W.D. Paige 
Debra Gammeter Miles ____________________________ Fort Mitchell, KY 
B.A., University of North Carolina - Greensboro; B.S.N., Medical University of South Carolina 
Dissercation: An Investigation of Learning Styles and Academic Self-Efficacy in First Year College Students 
Advisor: Dr. W. D. Paige 
Mark Richard Stewart_~~~~~--~~-~~~-=---~----------New York City, NY 
B.A., City University of New York -Queens College; M.H.R.D., Clemson University 
Dissertation: High School Student Future Education and Employment Prospective 
Advisor: Dr. C. H. Isbell 
Nancy Turner Welch. ________________________________ Greer, SC 
B.S., Florida State University; M.P.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Perceptions of Technical Education 
Advisor: Dr. W. D. P~ige 
Allison Ves.sels Williams Rocky Mount, NC 
B.S., Presbyterian College; M.H.R.D., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Effoctivcness of Online Orientation and Peer Mentoring on New Employees: Increasing Organizational Commitment 
and Employee Retention 
Advisor: Dr. C. H. Isbell 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Donna Greer Powell Diaz ---,,..,-;,---;-:--,--,------;-::--;---:-:-c-------------------Benton, MS 
B.S., Mississippi College; M.S., University of Southern Mississippi 
Dissertation: The Role ofScandards-Based Curricula in Teacher Leaming and Instructional Refotm 
Advisor: Dr. R. M. Horcon 
Maria Hanahoe Herbst Easley, SC 
B.S., M.Ed., College of William and Mary 
Dissertation: Facilitating Access to the General Education Mathematics Curriculum for Students with Emotional/Behavioral 
Disorders 
Advisor: Dr. M. j. Hodge 
Educational Leadership 
Charles Mason Gary Belton, SC 
B.S., Lander University; M.Ed., Ed.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Small Learning CoJnmunities: The Impact of a Freshman Academy Approach on Student Achievement and Transition 
of Ninth Graders 
Advisor: Dr. J. L Flanigan 
Suzanne Jones Price Pendleton, SC 
B.A., Columbia College; M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Culture and the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and T rnnsgcnder Population: The Chronicle of One University 
Advisor: Dr. R. A. Marion 
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Educational Leadership (continued) 
Kenneth A llen Weaver ______________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.A., Florida State University 
Dissertation: Operationalizing Predictive Factors of Success for En cry Level Students of Computer Science 
Advisor: Dr. R. A. Marion 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Marion Boyd Harrison~------~-~-~-----~~~~--------Cullowhee, NC 
B.A., Appalachian State University; M.A., Southern Illinois University - Carbondale 
Dissertation: An Investigation of Vicarious Experience on Perceived Self-Efficacy 
Advisor: Dr. F. A. McGuire 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND 
MASTER'S DEGREE 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Robert A. Green ___________ Belton, SC Kellye Shofner Rembert _________ .Sumter, SC 
John Gordon Mikell Sumter, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Travis Marc Hinkelman _______ Bismarck, ND Amanda Elizabeth Peck ________ Campbell, NY 
Environmental Toxicology 
Kristen M. Gaworecki ________ Herkimer, NY William Flauta Mugot ___ Cagayan de Oro, Philippines 
Food, Nutrition, and Culinary Sciences 
Jason Neil Buchanan Piedmont, SC 
Forest Resources 
Aimee Livings Tomcho ________ Ashevi\le, NC Katy Riggins Walcers _________ Pendleton, SC 
Microbiology 
Amy Renee Messersmith _______ Tampa, FL 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Mary Elizaberh Tolley _________ Marshall, NC Elizabeth De Vane Wall ________ Clemson, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Yeul Ho Choi __________ --cTokyo, Japan 
John Dale Hansen Greenville, SC 
Caroline Ramsey Perkins. _______ Plaquemine, LA 
Noah Michael Tolson Ocean View, NJ 
Michael Frank McKinney Honea Path, SC 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Andrew Coleman Medlyn _______ Greenville, SC Arvind Pasula ___________ Clemson, SC 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT , 
Yogesh Vinodkumar Bansal _______ Pune, lndia Nandhini lycr ___________ Chennai, India 
Dinakar Maruthi Gundimeda ______ Chennai, India Jere James Smith Ill Atlanta, GA 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Charles Logan Rollins II _______ Greenville, SC Emily Benthall Weathers _______ Greenville, SC 
Olga Anatolyevna Volkova Travelers Rest, SC 
History 
James Nicholas Crews ________ ~_Tulsa, OK Srnnislav A. Trembach ________ Samara, Russia 
Seaward Middleton Ill Charleston, SC 
Professional Communication 
Robyn Rice Gillis _________ --=Canton, NC Samuel Quentin Parsons _______ Anderson, SC 
Eric Lindsay Krantz Columbia, SC Philip Damon Randall Anderson, SC 
Gabriel Roger Lisenby Blenheim, SC Myra Atwood Whittemore Charleston, SC 
Natalia Sarah Muska Stafford Springs, CT 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Scoct Frederick Ayer _________ Greenville, SC Karen G. Matthews ________ Simpsonville, SC 
Nicholas Andrew Black Maryville, TN Roger Hucks McClary Spartanburg, SC 
Michele Melton Cauley Columbia, SC Kelley Dianne Medlock Greenwood, SC 
David Speer Davidson Ill Woodruff, SC Russell Brooks Miller Greenville, SC 
Bren Patrick DJcson Asheville, NC Davis Eric Mixon Warner Robins, GA 
Christine Michelle Farrell Ulbum, GA J(assi Reynolds O'Brien Nicholasville, KY 
Jeffrey Allen Gulish Pittsburgh, PA Jeffery Brian Padgett Moore, SC 
Cunis Lee Hagglund Spartanburg, SC Holly Hepfer Reed C lemson, SC 
Danyel Marie Harris Cedar Rapids, IA Ulrike Ingeborg Schmidt Spartanburg, SC 
Rick McKay Harris Armstrong, IA Kislaya Kishore Sinha Columbia, SC 
Michelle Aleta Jolly Union, SC Alexandre Francisco Squarize Sumter, SC 
Russell Lee Jordan Easley, SC Paige Aleisha Vaughan Greenville, SC 
Elizabeth Ashley Kehn Saline, Ml Kimberly Danielle Wallace Greenville, SC 
Dee Wood Kivett Greenville, SC William David Wess Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE 
Barry Webb Jones Ill _________ Florence, SC Qi Shen ------------Shanghai, China 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Lindsay Jean Bricolo --------Kernersville, NC Joseph Eugene Heatherly _______ Jonesville, SC 
Gretchen Lynn Brown Taylors, SC Mary Beth Lemmons Greenville, SC 
James Allen Church Greenville, SC Foster Allen Rodwell Myrtle Beach, SC 
Peter Anthony Cuneo Boiling Springs, SC Julie Anne Rogers Williamston, SC 
Jessica Dickert Cutler Pomaria, SC Kaysie Michelle Silver O ld Fort, NC 
Kelly Elizabeth Day Westminster, SC Dara Lane Southard Rock Hill, SC 
Karen Elizabeth Edwards Easley, SC James Frederik ten Pas Greer, SC 
Ashley Hollis Epps Fort Mill, SC Christina Marie Yotz Geneva, IL 
Amanda Katheryn Folk Lexington, SC Russell Edward Young Honea Path, SC 
Xue Gao Beijing, China 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRA T!ON 
(Master of Public Administration is jomdy administered by 
Clemson University and 1he University of South Carolina.) 
Mia Lachelle Goodwin -------- Gr.i.ham, NC 
Kye Donovan Stepp Hinesville, GA 
Melissa Jones Thomas ________ Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Robert Michael Calhoun _______ Anderson, SC Robert Clarence Nix IV _______ Hickory Flat, GA 
Earl Hansford Davis III Charleston, SC Ravin Chad Prashad Greer, SC 
Paul Fred Keihner Miami, FL 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Coleman Hamilton Dash _______ Providence, RI Talissa Ann Frank _________ Hutchinson, KS 
Melissa Rose Falzetta Ventnor, NJ Katherine E. Kimble Dayton, OH 
Applied Sociology 
Ashley Wayne Harris. _______ Woodruff, SC 
Graphic Communications 
Timothy John Sobota-------- Armbrust, PA Melissa Berey West __________ Seneca, SC 
Industrial Management 
Harsha\ Oinkar Patil Solapur, India 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Civil Engineering 
Christopher Hills Gowin ______ Fort Mill, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Madh"uri Agashe ___________ P •. me, India Kavicha Ganesan __________ Chennai, India 
Richard Quinn Brown Seneca, SC Del Christina Leistritz Crystal Lake, IL 
Nathalie Descrube Paris, France Jie Liu Yantai, China 
Busaina Akbar Dhariwala Chicago, IL Vivek Raut Clem~n. SC 
John Wylder OuBose Thomaston, GA Neil Irvin Thompson Toronto, Ontario 
Biosystems Engineering 
Kendall Ryan Kirk Columbia, SC 
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Chemical Engineering 
Srinivas Chollangi Kochagudem, India 
Chemistry 
Angela Mae Thomason _____ Leonardtown, MD 
Civil Engineering 
Mary-Halis Laurens Alkis ______ Sparranburg, SC Matthew Scott Hayes _________ Lyman, SC 
Kevin John Anderson Duluth, GA John Thomas Litz Kingsporr, TN 
Daniel Richard B.1lon Spartanburg, SC Jes.se Ulmer Thompson, Jr. Manning, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Nithin Dutt _________ Bangalore, India Sudhanshu Singhal ---------Bhopal, India 
Ponnoreay Pich --------- Spartanburg, SC 
Computer Science 
Satish Chebrolu Nellon.~. India Naga Sai Vcnkaca Hanumamha Rao Madhavapeddi __ _ 
Prakashchander Chithambaram ____ Coimbatore, India Hyderabad, India 
Amo! Dilip Dixit Pune, India Vivek Vijay Mehta Hyderabad, India 
William Dupree Duncan Ormond Beach, FL Mayukh Mandar Mukherjee Calcutta, India 
Tracy Taneak Ferguson Eutawville, SC Soundara Pandian Murugesan Madurai, India 
Jason Richard Gregory Greenville, SC Manigandan Natarajan Chennai, India 
Brad Eric Hollister Greenville, SC Vinod Kumar Rajasekaran Salem, India 
Himadeepa Karlapudi Hyderabad, India Rinki Savyasachi Sengupta BarOOa, India 
! / John Robert Snapp Pacolet, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Vidyadhar Ramakrishna Adiraju __ Visakhapatnam, India Gomathi Komanduru. _________ Chennai, India 
Harish Kumar Bolla Madras, India Racheesh J. Kumar Kerala, India 
David Douglas Braganza Nasik, India Anup Bajirao Lonkar Pune, India 
Prakash Chawda Hyderabad, India Robert Kevin Luck Cheraw, SC 
lndrajic Pramod Deshmukh Pune, India Dinesh Kumar Mohan Chennai, India 
Karrhik Gajaraj Chennai, India Asa Curtis Pease Franklin, TN 
Aman UI Haq Lahore, Pakistan Navin Rajaram Coimbatore, India 
Krishnakumar Hariharan Mumbai, India Vivek Ramani Chennai, India 
De Wayne Scocc Johnsonbaugh Thomasville, GA Chaicanya Sreerama Hyderabad, India 
Apoorva Deepak Kapadia Mumbai, India Amarnag Subramanya Bangalore, India 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
William Benedict Bratt ________ G reenville, SC Daniel Limehouse McLaughlin _____ Pendleton, SC 
Jessica Marie Brown Decatur, GA Elizabeth Paige Pickens Dumfries, VA 
Cristina A. Carvalho Porto, Portugal Hassan Mustafa Pressley Nesmith, SC 
Adina Motz Carver Greenville, SC Ashley Lynn Rodgers Eden, NC 
Hydrogeology 
Marie Rogers Arrant __________ Inman, SC James Jameson Henley ________ Greenville, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
Jamison Victoria Kovach. ________ Raleigh, NC Sarac Kumar Tangudu ________ Chapara, India 
Sajay Sadasivan New Mumbai, India 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Sahil Jaloca __________ Chandigarh, India Jacob R. Jokisaari __________ Genesee, ID 
Mathematical Sciences 
Alexander Engau ~-----Korschenbroich, Germany Jiangxia Wang ___________ Hubei, China 
S. H. Sathish lndika Panadura, Sri Lanka 
Mechanical Engineering 
Qinglin Chenc-o-~-------Shaanxi, China Karthik Laxminarayana Hyderabad, India 
Ameya Prakash Divekar Pune, India Dean;Michael Vernon Frank Lindo ___ Kingston, Jamaica 
Lyman Scott Ducworch Anderson, SC Jeremy E. Losaw Stockbridge, MA 
John Francis Eberth Poughkeepsie, NY Jamie Lynn Morales Sc Bernard, LA 
Sunil Rao Ganta Papa Rao Bala Bangalore, India Patanjali Sastry Peri Visakhapatnam, India 
Brian Kelsie Jones Smyrna, TN Arun Ramaramam Madurai, India 
Michael David Knauff Williamsport, PA Subramanya Ganesh Shanbhag Padebettu, India 
Amolprasad Sarish Kulkarni Dombivli, India Brian Andrew Slusser Charlotte, NC 
Physics 
Nicoleca Zina Sorloaica _____ Targu Frumos, Romania Raymond Holland Tedstrom _______ Taylors, SC 
Textiles, Fiber and Polymer Science 
Yonghui Tian Lingshou, China 
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Mark De Wayne Dean ________ Anderson, SC Ana Barbara Gordy _________ Hartwell, GA 
Debra Richardson Farmer Elberton, GA Dorothy Mae Neal Athens, GA 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 
Middle~Level Education 
Shannon Simonet Aldrich _______ Greenville, SC Lisa Benawit Lennon _________ Piedmont, SC 
Karen Williams Cleveland Marietta, SC Temechia Adele Moorehead Easley, SC 
Charlcey C. Cox Greenville, SC Kyla Michelle Nickols Spartanburg, SC 
Abby R. Crooks Westminster, SC Scheen Keith Thunnond Fair Play, SC 
Zachariah Joshua Hampcon Pelzer, SC John Edward Tierney, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Elizabeth Ann Hill Seneca, SC Pamela Griffin Toledano Greenville, SC 
Paul Francis Ingalls Greenville, SC Glenda K. Waters Williamston, SC 
Kathleen Clarke Kirkman Tam pa, FL Lynsey Elizabeth Young Mauldin, SC 
MASTER OF CAREER AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION 
Larry Mitchell Crawford Clemson, SC 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Lisa Renee Bennett _________ Greenville, SC Andrew Peter McMahon _______ Narragansett, RI 
Joel A. Friedman Gaffney, SC Chad Regan Nelms Anderson, SC 
Timothy Mark Heskett Lexington, SC Catherine Graham Parker Abbeville, SC 
Laurie G. Hillstock Andalusia, AL Michelle T. Piekutowski Seneca, SC 
Bobby R. Kimmons, Jr. Inman, SC Sonya Lee Sample Greenville, SC 
Lindsey Dee Martin Anderson, SC Philip Theus Sikes Aiken, SC 
Jennifer Major Mathis Greenwood, SC Thomas Whitmire Suber Ill Whitmire, SC 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Laura Courtney Bender ________ Clemson, SC Matthew Henry Schnabel _______ Litchfield, OH 
Steven Clay Guerry Moncks Corner, SC 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Amy Copeland Ballard ________ Clinron, SC Penny Mauldin Langsron -----~~Elbercon, GA 
Joshua David Caggiano Gaffney, SC Donna Alethea McKinney Travelers Rest, SC 
Alyson Lee Connell Greenwood, SC Christopher Terry Price Greenwood, SC 
Calandra Harrison Davis Columbia, SC Janice M. Walpole Ware Shoals, SC 
Hoyt Stacy Drake Elberton, GA Christina Noel Watson Spartanburg, SC 
Catherine Martin Freeman Greenville, SC 
Counselor Education 
Kristin Leigh Baker __________ Liberty, SC Elizabeth Erin Merchant _______ Orangeburg, SC 
Vanetta Kenyatta Brown Columbia, SC Sarah Marie Pederson Kalama, WA 
Kelly Marie Davis Easley, SC Terry Kevin Pitts Greenville, SC 
Linda Lee Graddy Greenville, SC Robert Burke Seagraves, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Courmey Cromer Grimes Anderson, SC Barbara Jane Stahnke Clemson, SC 
Amber Michelle Hollingsworth Camden, TN Daniel Lee Stroud San Antonio, TX 
Gwynne Gilreath Huff Greenville, SC Shirley Mary Thompson Mauldin, SC 
Sarah Mann Justesen Greenwood, SC Stacey A. L. Wigington Easley, SC 
Kevin Michael Kerr Fort Lauderdale, FL Richard Hill Woodward Clemson, SC 
Constance S. McQuinn Easley, SC Louise Ru-an Yang Lexingcon, KY 
Elementary Education 
Jane Moody Keefauver ________ Easley, SC 
Reading 
Lori Elizabeth Burgess ________ Anderson, SC Katrina Dee Jackson __________ Joanna, SC 
Secondary Education 
Brooklyn Amanda Walker ______ Hodges, SC 
Special Education 
Tonya Caughman Springer _______ Blair, SC 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Digital Production Arts 
Michael McKenzie Grant _______ Seneca, SC 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
CAL VIN LEE SCHOUL TIES, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
Lara Lee Armstrong ________ ~Somerset, KY Alex Cacon Diggins Montgomery ____ lndianapolis, IN 
Jennifer Meree Enfinger John's Island, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Matthew Corey Freeland _______ Greenville, SC Caroline Hunce r Sanders _____ St Helena Island, SC 
Joshua Henry Johnson Aynor, SC 
Agricultural Education 
*Franklin Lee Davis. _______ Britten's Neck, SC James Allen Thackscon _______ Simpsonville, SC 
Kev in Fleming Ott St Matthews, SC *Derek Edward W illiams Anderson, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Joe l Bruce Wilkins, Jr. Blacksburg, SC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Joseph Bryan Abstance --------Chapin, SC Eugene Christian Koon, Jr. Columbia, SC 
**William Worth ington Bulkeley III Easley, SC Richard Lee Van Vlakc II Andrews, SC 
Molly Kathleen Gordon Sykesville, MD **Canaan Mohandas WhitfieJd,Cargile ___ Aiken, SC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Deliah Arrington ________ Pawley's Island, SC Parker Benjamin Lawton ________ Easley, SC 
Caroline Elizabeth C larkson Anderson, SC Michael Mi lan Spacil Summerville, SC 
+**Tera Suzette Kee ler Chattanooga, TN 
Biological Sciences 
Joseph Bryan Abstance --------- Chapin, SC **Katie Suzanne Norris ________ ~ Easley, SC 
Cabot Craig Edewaard Fon Lauderda le, FL *James Michael Pelleri n Middletown, CT 
Emily Nicole Jones Easley, SC *Jonathan Michael Snipes Anderson , SC 
Mairin Elizabeth Mi ller Westerv ille, O H Avis MeLane Wrigh t Chester, SC 
Environmental and Natural Resources 
Edward Tuttle McNair, Jr. Gable, SC 
Forest Resource Management 
Alan Richard Brockington ______ Orangeburg, SC David Allen Melfi ________ Summerville, SC 
William Hunter Dickerson Conway, SC Lawton George Parker Ill Lancaster, SC 
Joshua Charles Fleming New Zion, SC Henry Caleb Sauls Ill Walterboro, SC 
Christopher George McCoy McBee, SC Derek Steven Weathers Reevesville, SC 
Horticulture 
T rav is Linwood Carter -------- Bowman, SC Nicholas George Maidment ------.,-,- Rock Hill, SC 
Graeme David Crowe Easley, SC *Bree Rachelle Prack Myrtle Beach, SC 
Jonathan Paul Dube Morgantown, PA Sydney Lea Steele Midland, MI 
Packaging Science 
Laurel Eva Miller ____________ lrmo, SC Lewanso Mandel Smith ________ Florence, SC 
John Wescon Reeves, Jr. Central, SC Latrice Renee Spann C harleston, SC 
Joy Anna Simpson Rock Hill , SC *Jason Leland Stufflebeam Summervi lle, SC 
Pre,profess ional Studies 
**Susan Morris Gooding, _______ Greenwood, SC **Ryan Mackenzie T urner------ Spartanburg, SC 
Turfgrass 
Brandon Procas Haley ------- Smyrna, DE 
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COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
JANICE CERVELLI SCHACH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Amanda Lm1ren Fk;1rd ________ Greenville, SC 
**M;1tilda Laura Born1 Grnwney Simpsonville, SC 
Keich Lmc Jones---------- Anderson, SC 
Gregory Lee Myers, Jr. Rock Hill, SC 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Architecture 
Gregory Peter Bopp--------- Anderson, SC Sean Thomas Murphy ________ Columbia, SC 
Robert Michael Gotxlwin Broken Arrow, O K Shayda Jean Pourmand Mauldin, SC 
William Joseph Gray Spartanburg, SC *David Benjamin Ruthven Cream Ridge, NJ 
*Allison Jean Isaacs Kingsport, TN Adam Waite Shoolbred Spartanburg, SC 
Stephen Karl Lambie Roswell, GA Christopher Alan Turner Fort Mill, SC 
Brian Keith Miller G riffin , GA Thomas Anderson Weir, Jr. Simpsonv ille, SC 
Jeremy Kevin Mullinnix Easley, SC 
Communication Studies 
Caroline Cast les Craig ________ Columbia, SC *Lauren DuPre Phillips ________ Walhalla, SC 
Megan Lynne Culpepper Toccoa, GA Katherine Nicole Sarvis Conway, SC 
O liver Toure Francis Columbia, SC Eleanor Anne Thompson Washington, OC 
Kathryn Frances Howard Lancaster, PA John Kelly Wolf Michigan C ity, IN 
*Heather Michelle Parr Albany, GA 
English 
Hunter Graham Bazaco _______ Gcrmancown, MD Laura Ann Helton _________ Greenwood, SC 
Steven Lloyd Bradley Westminster, SC *Lavinia Ann Hurley Spartanburg, SC 
Jennifer Rae Burgess Mauldin, SC Michael James Jenkins Sumter, SC 
Meredith Lee Chance Summervi lle, SC Edward Michael Joseph McLean, VA 
David Ashby Chase, Jr. Columbia, SC Richard Crocker St. James C lemson, SC 
Alicia Jan Dowis Seneca, SC Amy Lynn Wenk Roswell, GA 
Jill Kristen Evans Aspen, CO Elizabeth Anne Windes Atlanta, GA 
History 
Michael Robert Gurrieri _______ Farmingville, NY Erik Huncer Rasmussen _______ High Poinc, NC 
Joseph Hampton Israel Hartsville, SC Kristen Lynne Rys inski Ridgefield, CT 
***Edward James Mills IV Kingsport, TN Chad Nelson White Easley, SC 
Language and International Trade 
Mariellen Elizabeth Bessent ___ North Myrtle Beach, SC Heather Jeannette Land _______ Cleveland, SC 
Katherine Anne Brown Summerville , SC Rachel DeMaris S<1uls Hampton, SC 
*Cristina Marie Hughes Wilmington, NC Meredith Ingram Stone Louisa, VA 
*Lavinia Ann Hurley Spartanburg, SC 
Modern Languages 
**Heidi Ann Bickett _________ Anderson, SC ***Sinclair Elizabeth Price _______ Surfside, SC 
PhHosophy 
Alexander William Hooper _______ Easley, SC 
Production Studies in Performing Arts 
Kristen Daniella Simpson ___ Briarcliff Manor, NY 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
English and History 
Willis Holding Leitner -------- Rock Hill , SC John William Molony, Jr. ------- Charleston, SC 
English and Political Science 
Kimberley Dawn McGill Laurens, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management . 
Randall McSwain &ll~ _______ Greenville, SC Brian Lee Hedgepeth _________ Rock Hill, SC 
Nathaniel Ryan & II -Ellison Clemson, SC Derek Paul Skipper Conway, SC 
Design 
Bridget O'Brien Gilles ______ ,M inneapolis, MN 
ll 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
BRUCE YANDLE, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
Benjamin Baldwin Davis _______ Columbia, SC Mark Daniel Flynn ________ Washington, OC 
Political Science 
Craig Colin Crolley.~------- Myrtle Beach, SC Gregory Duncan Miller _______ = Clemson, SC 
**James Daniel Griffith II Mauldin, SC Kevin L. Tucker Washingcon, OC 
Andrew Gaines Hencken Reisterstown, MD Scott Christopher Voorhees Glendale, AZ 
*Misty Rae Jessee Great Falls, SC Jacqueline Wallace Wood Greer, SC 
Psychology 
*Shaun Christopher Barnes ______ Rock Hill, SC *Katherine Elizabeth Janes _______ Loudon, TN 
Kelly Mozelle Bollinger Fremont, CA Rebecca Elaine Trotter Pelzer, SC 
*Emelia Lauren Diedrich Saracoga Springs, NY 
Sociology 
Allen James Bodenstab ---------Troy, NY Rebecca Trent Hill-~------- Hartsville, SC 
Christopher Evan Hansen Anderson, SC Lorenzo Levon Kirkland Cornelius, NC 
Jordan Elizabeth Hare Columbia, SC Stephanie D'nene Morgan Bishopville, SC 
Keshia Georgia Haughton New Haven, CT Rebecca Mildred Riggs Walhalla, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
Augustus Reagan Barksdale III _____ Americus, GA Lee Ryan Mitchell __________ Marietta, GA 
Eduardo Cruz Baumann Ill Spartanburg, SC Jonathan Bradley Moore Greenville, SC 
Neil Warren Camey Seneca, SC *Chad William Reingardt Bennettsville, SC 
*Brian Lawrence D'Amico Herndon, VA Rachel Elizabeth Roberts Anderson, SC 
Scott Douglas Freeman Greenville, SC Conecca Shamone Rogers Hemingway, SC 
Kelly Keith Gibson BlychewoOO, SC Carmen Emilia Vila Anderson, SC 
Andrew Ryan Haning Seneca, SC William Randolph Williams Walhalla, SC 
Karen Marie Maurer Townville, SC 
Economics 
Jerod Antonio Davis __________ Santee, SC Matthew Toliver Owings _______ Greenville, SC 
**Daniel Holman Fort Greenville, SC Tamika Yvette Thomas Darlington, SC 
Sabrina Renee Heairld Midlothian, VA Justin John Trapp Orangeburg, SC 
***Timothy Owen Leahey Damascus, MD **Marija Zoric Belgrade, Yugoslavia 
Financial Management 
Steven Joseph Baptiste Columbia, SC Christopher Roger Mills _______ Greenville, SC 
George Francis Brown Clemson, SC *Erin Mitchell Ormond Beach, FL 
Todd Franklin Carcee Liberty, SC Lee Ryan Mitchell Marietta, GA 
Ryan M. Davis Setauket, NY Thomas Owen Myers Camden, SC 
Gabriel Hamilton Femandez~Rubio ____ Greenville, SC Roberc Benjamin Price Florence, SC 
Susan Lauren Ford West Columbia, SC Kyle Edwin Roser Anderson, SC 
William Ivan Hiller Charleston, WV Robert Bradley Sine St. Louis, MO 
William David Jewell, Jr. Aiken, SC Kellie Amanda Sutton Lancaster, SC 
Nina Lee Kappel Charleston, SC **Jeffrey William Turner Ridgeland, SC 
Lindsey Haythome Lusk Seneca, SC *Christopher Bruce Whitley Greenville, SC 
Graphic Communications 
Justin Dale Bishop _________ Greenville, SC *Courtney Nicole Marcin ________ Mullins, SC 
*Lauren Marie De Weil Greenville, SC Kendall Lacey Marcin Sumter, SC 
Tia Shumandar Dow Elliott, SC *Stephanie Delorme Mathis Marion, SC 
**Melanie Suzanne Edwards Mobile, AL Meredith Jackson Moss Sumter, SC 
Richard Campbell Harris Chapin, SC **Michael Scott Roscin Mc Pleasant, SC 
Morgan Rebecca Kea Spartanburg, SC Damon Rawn Thornhill Summerville, SC 
Erin Morgan Lord Norch Augusta, SC Mary Nannette Timko Alpharetta, GA 
Industrial Management 
Brent Pressley Coston ______ Hendersonville, NC April Denise Scort_= _______ Hemingway, SC 
Daniel Christopher GarwoOO Alvin, IL James Alden Simpson III Greenville, SC 
Lisa Ann Muggeo Hilton Head Island, SC Stephen Joseph Winburn Hartsville, SC 
••Rebekah Layne Rushton Saluda, SC 
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Management 
Jared Thomas Bardon Georgetown, SC Matthew Kevin Mclees Anderson, SC 
William Raleigh Beasley III Irmo, SC Stuart Ross Miller Charleston, SC 
Elizabeth Mae Bixby Easley, SC Chad Walker Moon Batesburg~Leesville, SC 
Orville Gerrish Chase III Beaufort, SC Eric Scoct Moore Clearwater, FL 
Mark Adam Digby Annapolis, MD **Kimberly Suzanne Newton Seneca, SC 
Douglas William Flood Annandale, VA C harlynda Jean Nyenke Cookeville, TN 
William Thomas Flynn Spartanburg, SC Daniel Berry Packard IV Florence, SC 
Justin Ross Goldstein GreenwoOO, SC Nicholas Max Page Woodruff, SC 
Anthony H. Gurganious, Jr. Beaufort, SC Jewel Shanqueal Pelzer Orangeburg, SC 
*Ann Kimball Henderson Charleston, SC Allison Dianne Pittman Dillon, SC 
Andrew Hendriks Whitinsville, MA Ellis Maurice Pittman Dillon, SC 
Gregory Michael Hinnant Fairfax, VA ***Joseph Howard Pruetc Tazewell, VA 
Marshall Odell Hinson Rock Hill, SC Samuel Isaac Rivera Columbia, SC 
Christopher Zion Hobbs Chapel Hill, NC Raymond Seward I l Camden, SC 
Michael Stephen Holmes Greenville, SC **Neal Hyatt Shelley Conway, SC 
Brent Charles Irwin Fairfax, VA Jared Elsworth Sleeth Jacksonville, FL 
Bradley Dixon Jones Lexington, SC Aubrey Michele Smith Wilkesboro, NC 
Kenan Lester Jones Greenville, SC Michael Rhett Thackscon, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Kiki Sharmaine Jones Belcon, SC Nathan William Tomashitis Lexington, SC 
Jessica Anne Keasler Clemson, SC Jeremy Scott Underwood Rock Hill, SC 
Katherine Eugenia Lightsey Anderson, SC Joshua Kerry Williams Jonesboro, GA 
C had Sandel Lindler Chapin, SC Joy Davina Willis Anderson, SC 
Meghan Elizabeth Masters Kingsport, TN Terry Keith Wilson II Gaffney, SC 
Daniel Allan McKechnie Columbia, SC 
Marketing 
T yler Hales Beard Lexington, SC Joshua Owen Knapp Windsor, Ontario 
Marvin Joseph Binnicker, Jr. Norway, SC Jeremy Edward McCall Anderson, SC 
*Anne Porcher Boggs Sumter, SC Kyle Columbus McClure Columbia, SC 
Jocelyn Renea Bolton Hopkins. SC Meghan Grace McGaha Ware Shoals, SC 
Ryan Thomas Bowden Seneca, SC Bradley Jackson Merkel Woodstock, GA 
*Anna Blair Davis Greenwood, SC Steven Wayne Morris, Jr. Sumter, SC 
Allison Lorene Drafcs Lexington, SC *Lesley Jeanette Parsons Richmond, VA 
Robert Harvey Ervin II Hemingway, SC *Lauren Blair Rankin Spartanburg, SC 
*Katelyn Marie Fallon Fairfield, CT Lauren Elizabeth Simpson Greenville, SC 
John Ryan Finnie Hilton Head Island, SC Janee Julia Stroman Florence, SC 
Joseph Benjamin Herlong III Johnston, SC Patrick Ryan Sweeney Dedham, MA 
John Joseph Heyrich III Brookside, NJ Jessica Leigh Walton Newton, NC 
William M. Howison Cincinnati, OH Carey Travis Watts Louisville, KY 
Amanda Joy Ibrahim Fridley, MN Michael Paul Wise Rock Hill, SC 
Megan Lynsey Jenkins Lexington, KY Justin Allen Woods Seneca, SC 
Jason Christopher Kedzuch Hoffman Estates, IL Melis,sa Ann Yates Alexandria, VA 
Political Science 
Ka~h leen Dunn Cosgrove Arnoldsville, GA Crystal Dawn Stanley Fairfax, VA 
Kure Andrew Mueller Philadelphia, PA 
Psychology 
Randa II Corey Duncan Mauldin, SC Timothy Israel Medelberg Pickens, SC 
Amanda Nicole Elkins Rock Hill, SC *Kate Elizabeth Purvis Florence, SC 
Sociology 
Brooke Elizabeth Brendel Paramus, NJ Brian Reynolds Jenkins Charleston, SC 
*Katherine Barnett Harvick Carbondale, IL Mia Latrice Lloyd Greenville, SC 
Michele Cassel Herr Clemson, SC Michael Shaun Turner North Augusta, SC 
Nathan Dale Hyde Anderson, SC 
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINATH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Cht:mistry 
Wilbert Clifton Jacobs ll ______ Columbia, SC 
Geology 
Bryan Joseph Swnc _________ Easley, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
Robert Paul Pratt _________ Clover, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biosystems Engineering 
Josefin Amanda Maria Edeback _______ Cary, NC Steven Venard Randall, Jr. _______ Orange, CT 
Jonathan Curtis Hoppel Florence, SC +***Bradley Lehman Weeber Goshen, IN 
Ceramic and Materials Engineering 
Jared Edward Miller _________ Asheville, NC Carl Ronald Morris II ------- Spartanburg, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Willie Franklin Jones, Jr. Rock Hill, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Oner Balaban ___________ lzmir, ;I" urkey *Christopher Michael Iser _______ St George, SC 
*Amanda Hope Blackwell Murrell's Inlet, SC Andrew Ryan Klosterman Columbia, SC 
Todd Mathew Burnett Greenville, SC Charles Andrew Montgomery Blacksburg, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Charles LeConte Cathey ________ Aiken, SC **Thomas Paul McMurray ------- Chapin, SC 
*Wesley David Emenekcr Columbia, SC *Jason Eugene Zawislak Pawley's Island, SC 
Computer Information Systems 
John Wesley Middleton, Jr. Kingstree, SC 
Computer Science 
Corey Benjamin Ames ______ .Moncks Comer, SC Junaid Abbas Muhammad ______ Karachi, Pakistan 
*Joshua Dean Austin Lexington, SC Dustin John Semach Greenville, SC 
Eric Anthony Hastings Charleston, WV Willie James Williams, Jr. Moultrie, GA 
Jason Edmund Mikell Barnwell, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Courtenay Serell Davidian ------~- Aiken, SC Bradley Robert Mansfield _________ Greer, SC 
+*Donald Joe Jordan Greenwocx:l, SC 
Geology 
Anna Frances Perry Mt Pleasant, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
Eric Kenneth Bachmann Tallmadge, OH 
Mathematical Sciences 
Lindsey Anne Jadwick Glenelg, MD 
Mechanical Engineering 
Eric Charles Dusel _________ Louisville, KY ***Abigail Leah Kinard _______ Charleston, SC 
Jay Michael Jakupca Clemson, SC Jason Daniel Peckham Cato, NY 
Textile Science 
William Henry Walker ll\ ______ Beaufort, SC 
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COLLEGE OF HEAL TH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
LA WR ENCE ROBERT ALLEN, De"n 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
E.1rly ChilJhooJ E<lucation 
*Atllln.'y Kri:-.tine fbyne - ------- E:i.-.k y, SC Angilcigh Ro:-.c WingarJ _______ Lexington, SC 
*T ia Marie Fuster Ea:-.ley, SC 
Elementary Education 
C h;1d M;111hc.::w Allen, _________ Anderson, SC C harles Allen Horcon ---- -----,,,,-,- Inman, SC 
+*Cami Elizab1..·rh G)pc Grc.::cnvillc, SC Mauhcw Paul W ilson Wilmington, DE 
*Linds.iy Rehccc1 1-kiningway Unilmvi llc, PA 
Secondary Education 
K;itherinc N1..·dy A..:kl'f -------- Pickens, SC Jeffrey Auon King _________ Greenvillc, SC 
Am;mJet Lee-Ann Arllin North Augusta, SC Jrnncs Willialll Mo..m: C ross Hill, SC 
Jillian Jann;1 R1rdnL·ll U re;1t Eilis, VA Stephanie L1Sl1un Morris Columbia, SC 
Spencer T ylcr Garrett Walhalb, SC O la Kreh I Whitney Westminster, SC 
Sar.1 Yesscni.1 Hnopcr G reenville, SC 
Special Education 
J;mice Lucretia Young _______ Central, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
f\.m.nhy C iro\ inc Atkinson ______ Orangeburg, SC Amy Elizabclh McAbee --------- Starr, SC 
James Harry C ushm;m ll Lisbon Falls, ME Jessica Ann Poirier Easley, SC 
Lauren Michelle Davis C hapin, SC Cory Jo Rice Anderson, SC 
Angd a D,1rlene Deloach Anderson, SC C helsea Bclh Thomason Forest Hill, MD 
Courcncy Lee Jones Dillon , SC Bobby Kenneth Walters, Jr. C harleston, SC 
Jocelyn Beatrice Liu le Darlingcon, SC 
Mathematics Teaching 
Coleman Liston Btues __________ Irmo, SC Jessica Lynn Payne __________ Belton, SC 
Nursini; 
***Barbara C hilders Mullinax ____ Anderson, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Amy Eileen Rarrows ---------- Dover, DE Ryan Francis Lewandowski ________ .Seneca, SC 
Barret Ja..:kson Boozer Leesville, SC Christopher Floyd Martin Greenville, SC 
Jessica Lauren Briggs Florence, SC Courtney Alyson McCulley Glen Dale, WV 
Austin Lee Eargle O rangeburg, SC Miriam Morgan Murrell Edgefield, SC 
\Villiam Andrew Foster Spartanburg, SC Jessic<i Lauren Pnrker Greenville, SC 
Jeff Haley Anderson, SC *Laura Carherine Parker Charleston , SC 
Benjamin Brian Harmon Newberry, SC *Caroline Martin Poe C harlotte, NC 
Marcus Houskin C hicago, IL *Rosalie Haynes Poe C harlotte, NC 
Brert Houston Hovis Rock Hill, SC *Sarah McLoud Pritchett C harlotte, NC 
LaTroy Damon Johnson Orangeburg, SC Manhew David Purvis Florence, SC 
C hristine Nowell Kirkland Centrnl, SC *Alison Elizabeth Sanders Waynesboro, GA 
Jeffrey Scan Lange Summerville, SC T uckcr Blandon Shealy C lemson, SC 
Valerie Ann Langley The Woodlands, TX Joseph McCord Tarrnnt Charleston, SC 
Technology and Human Resource Development 
Jon Francis Yarborough Marion, SC 
•Cum laude: A grade point ratio o( J .40 In J.69 
••Magna cum laude: A grade po.1int ratio of J.70 to J.89 
***Summa cum laud<::: A grade ptiim wtin of J .90 tn 4.00 
+Dep.1nmenral H,1nors: The gnidmites so designated have cnmpli::ted an enriched progra111 of study designed by their departments with the approval of the Calhoun 
Collei;e Hunors Progr;1111. Tn earn Dep;u1111cnt:il I lunors students rnust cn111ple1e an honnrs thesis and/nr other upper division honors courses, while maintain ing an 
nver.i.11 grade-\'l<l int ratio of J .4 or h igher. Dep:inmcmal Hunurs gradu.ues ;ippe;1r in the line of m;irch wearing the C1lhnun College Honors Medallion on an orange 
,ind purple n bl'l<m. T h is me<l:i lliun 1:> m.M..!e pn:>.sihle hy llll end11wmem estahh~hed hy Mrs. Katherine Inabinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the 
memory nf her hush,mJ anJ Ck msnn i;raJua1e, the b1e B. C. Inabinet. 
Studenrs wearing 1he white s1t>lcs on-r their g01•.'llS are gradu:u mg with a J .O or beu er grade-ptiim average. T hose who are members of Univetsi[y recogn ized 
h•in•irnry s.i..:icties may h;we thl' n.unes 11( th<tse :;o.i..: ietics emhr11idcred 111\ 1me side of the stole w11h the University se:il embroidered 1m the o[her side. 
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AWARDS 
BOARD OF VISITORS GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANT AWARD 
The Graduate Teaching Assistant Award was established to recognize the valuable contributions that 
graduate teaching assistants make to the education of Clemson undergraduate students. Two individuals are 
selected each year from nominations by students and endorsed by University faculty. A bronze medallion is 
presented ro each recipient and the award carries with it a stipend of five hundred dollars. 
BOARD OF VISITORS GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANT AWARDS FOR 2004 
ANTHONY JOSEPH GABRIEL 
'W'arren, PA 
GLEN CHAPMAN MCGUGAN, JR. 
Columbia, SC 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who left 
the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the Royal 
School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a mining 
engineer; however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life of 
a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate of scientific 
agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affaires to Belgium, 
1844-1852) and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs in 
Washington ( 1860). As a scientist he published numerous articles in the fields of 
mining, chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included his assistance in 
the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support of the Morrill Act, 
his leadership in South Carolina after the Civil War, and his part in founding 
Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, a 
political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as a 
national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an enrollment 
of 446. The fitst "college prospectus" announced only two four-year curricula, 
supplemented by two two-year preparatory courses. Today the University has six 
major academic units. These are the College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life 
Sciences, the College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities, the College of 
Business and Behavioral Science, the College of Engineering and Science, the 
College of Health, Education, and Human Development, and the Graduate 
School. 
Clemson University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools ( 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, 
Georgia 30033-4097; telephone number 404-679-4501) to award the Bachelor's, 
Master's, Education Specialist, and Docror's degrees. Various curricula are 
accredited by the AACSB International (Association to Advance Collegiate 
Schools of Business). Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, 
American Counc il for Construction Education, American Society of Landscape 
Architects, Computing Science Accreditation Board, National Architectural 
Accrediting Board, National Association of Industrial Technology, National 
Association of Schools of Art and Design, National Council for Accreditation of 
Teacher Education, National League for Nursing, NRPA/AALR Council on 
Accreditation, Planning Accreditation Board, and Society of American Foresters. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and at 
five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University is also 
heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the work of 
agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each of the 
State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
Farmer and McGarity/arr. Freeman 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
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